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For years , Cartier has  placed love at the center of their campaigns . Image courtesy of Cartier

 
By KAT IE T AMOLA

Love is in the air, and continues to permeate the luxury jewelry space.

In a push to reach new generations of affluent shoppers under the stewardship of French luxury group LVMH, U.S.
jeweler T iffany & Co. has increasingly emphasized romance in its marketing campaigns this year. T iffany's current
approach may bear a resemblance to Richemont-owned French jeweler Cartier's love-centric marketing of the past,
but when it comes to jewelry, love never goes out of style and will forever be sought by consumers.

"I don't believe anyone holds rights to exploiting love," said Jamie Hobbs, senior account manager at Red Rooster
PR, Boca Raton, Florida.

"Love is something that is utilized in the jewelry business every year, especially when romantic holidays arise," she
said. "I think it would be naive not to take advantage of this ad angle as it is  extremely effective."

What's love got to do with it? 
Love is all around, and the jewelry sphere usually leads the pack in recognizing this idea.

Cartier has put love at the center of its  marketing for quite some time, beginning with a simple bracelet.
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Cartier's  Love collection of jewelry. Credits : Cartier

In 1969, Italian-American jewelry designer Aldo Cipullo developed a bangle for Cartier, symbolizing romance and
partnership. A decade later, Cartier incorporated diamonds into the design, and the Cartier Love Bracelet was born.

The iconic piece would go on to be worn by many, including celebrities.

In the last decade, the jeweler has produced several love-centric campaigns and even a collection named after the
four-lettered-word itself.

In 2011, Cartier pulled on consumers' heart strings with the creation of three short videos and a full-length music
video for its "True love has a color and a name" and "How far would you go for love?" campaigns that celebrate the
spirit of love (see story). The following year, the jeweler further pushed the campaign and Love collection with a
microsite and email marketing strategy (see story).

A Love collection engagement ring. Image credit: Cartier

In 2017, Cartier set a high bar for significant others through a video series to celebrate Valentine's Day.

A video campaign from Cartier asked the question, "How far will you go for love," showing off short narratives that
each include its Love Bracelet. Each spot shows a different couple going through different lengths for each other
(see story).

Most recently, Cartier took its love-centered campaigns to a new nostalgic level with a journey spanning decades.

The 2020 "How Far Would You Go For Love" film take viewers on an emotional rollercoaster through highs and lows
of the relationship.

The campaign was latest example of how woven the concept of love is in Cartier branding. The jeweler's passionate
representation of love differentiates it from jewelers who tend towards solely positive depictions of the romantic
experience, possibly helping it connect with consumers who favor authenticity and desire realism in their marketing
(see story).

"Cartier displays the complexity of a long-term relationship, it's  range and depth of emotions of being in-love,
painted in realism," said Brian Anderson, principal of The Perception, Philadelphia.

Today, Cartier's Love collection includes bracelets, necklaces, earrings and even engagement rings and wedding
bands.
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Cartier and the entity of love are not at all in an exclusive relationship, as evidenced by Tiffany & Co.'s recent
marketing pivot.

Since being acquired by LVMH earlier this year, T iffany & Co. has moved away from its inconsistent marketing and
branding. Instead, the jeweler has several campaigns celebrating family, friendship and, of course, love, even
tapping one of the world's most famous couples.

In August, T iffany launched the "About Love" campaign starring Beyonc Knowles-Carter and Shawn Carter, better
known as Jay-Z (see story). The stars have already appeared in multiple spots.

For the September film, T iffany worked closely with the music icons to execute a finely crafted narrative capturing
the couple's chemistry after nearly 20 years together (see story). October's "Date Night" follows Beyonc and Jay-Z
riding in a Rolls -Royce through New York (see story).

The glamorous films celebrate the history and intimacy of the couple's relationship.

Twenty years of love with the Carters

With such a romantic and vulnerable campaign, some might wonder if T iffany had Cartier in mind when crafting the
concept.

As a universal emotion, however, love is always ready to be showcased. The two iconic jewelers have also taken
different approaches to their romantic campaigns.

"These [sets of] ads are both saying two very different things about love: with Tiffany, the brand is saying to
celebrate the big moments that matter or buy for big moments," Mr. Anderson said.

"With Cartier, they are saying grow with us; it is  the little moments that count," he said. "T iffany & Co. celebrates the
mature relationship with a focus on the positive moments of a being in-love.'"

Beyonc and Jay-Z for Tiffany & Co. Image courtesy of Tiffany & Co.

Exploring the complexity of love may be more importance in the context of the global COVID-19 pandemic.

"While I'm sure Cartier's campaign was top of mind and discussed when creating this campaign, I think the love-
centric marketing strategy has more to do with timing," said Donnie Pacheco, founder of Donnie P. Consulting,
Seattle.

"Coming out of the pandemic, there remains a great deal of uncertainty and many people's lives were changed in
dramatic ways," he said. "Love is a simple, comforting concept for people, which is what many people need at this
moment in time.

"Love is also an easy emotion for people to understand and evokes positive feeling again, something that people
need right now."

Always love 
Love is woven throughout several luxury jewelers' ethos and brand.

Tiffany & Co. even highlighted the feeling earlier this year, before tapping Ms. Knowles and Jay-Z, in an April
campaign for its T iffany T  collection.

Four vignettes instantly conveyed to consumers that the Tiffany T  collection can be with consumers as they
experience some of life's simplest yet most important emotions (see story).
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Other jewelers also cannot seem to shy away from the appeal of marketing love.

In February, LVMH-owned jeweler Fred is paid tribute to the 1990 American film Pretty Woman with a relaunched
collection of jewelry and high jewelry.

The French jeweler has reimagined the collection with a rubellite and diamond "heart within a heart" motif
throughout its high jewelry collection and white and pink gold for the jewelry collection. Fred has chosen American
actress Emma Roberts, niece of Pretty Woman star Julia Roberts, to join in this celebration of love and jewelry (see
story).

Simply put, love in jewelry makes sense and remains timeless.

"I find the love message to be commonsensical in that it is  both easy to use for jewelry brands due to the nature of
the product and easy to understand and relate to for the customer," Mr. Pacheco said.

"Jewelry has always tied itself closely to feelings and moments, particularly those emoting love."
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